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Missing the spiral planner I had the 2018 planner and was the greatest
thing. I simply got the planner for 2019 and I’m so sad I didn’t like
it. Don’t misunderstand me, everything that Adam makes is excellent and
ideal but I did nothing like that it wasn’t a spiral planner. I have to
keep the pages open on the current week and it’s impossible to do it
with this new planner. love love appreciate his planner, likely to buy
every year My favorite 2019 will by my third year with an Unsolicited
Assistance planner. Hopefully, the spiral will come back for the 2020
planner. Awesome Awesome planner as usual Uplifting, funny, and
encouraging! Assists me to keep an eye on my self-treatment and my
mental health < It has little quips and real chat, which everybody knows
and love with anything Adam puts out into the globe. I enjoy the setup
of the weeks and weeks, and love yearly web page in the beginning. This
is a wonderful datebook, mini-journal, notes of encouragement! Strongly
suggested! cute, organized, perfect I really like Adam's planners, and
this one is brilliant -- there's both area to write all you need and
little notes and surprises and thoughtful drawings around each corner.
I’m unfortunate I won’t have the ability to use it this year.! I plan to
maintain buying them for provided that Adam continues to create them!
great great product. Another great AdamJK item! I absolutely love
these.) LOVE IT! I've already started to add in the criteria, like
birthdays, or events for next calendar year. (Btw, buyers, the stuff the
following as items I've viewed and recommend is not true!!! The best
planner ever! Love everything concerning this planner.3
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